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DISCLAIMER
This white paper has been prepared for distribution and informational
purposes only. No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of
the information set out in this white paper. The white paper may not be
exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship
or obligations. Although every effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy and relevance of any material in this white paper, this white
paper does not contain professional investment advice. The Company
reserves the right to modify or update this white paper and information
contained herein at any time without notice. You should contact relevant

independent professional advisors before relying or making any
commitments or transactions based on the material published in this white
paper. Unless expressly specified otherwise, the products and innovations
set out in this white paper are currently under development and are not
currently in deployment:

SQUIDTAMA

INTRODUCTION

SQUIDTAMA
A decentralized Community Token that brings back the
power to the people. We believe in equality, a fair
opportunity for all who search for a sense of freedom.
By combining the power of community, blockchain
technology and real-life utility we can shake the
market to it’s foundation and make the crypto space a
safer place. So come and join the wolfpack on our
journey to greatness!

TOKEN INFORMATION:

SQUIDTAMA IS AN BEP-20 TOKEN DEPLOYED ON
THE BINANCE BLOCKCHAIN.

SQUIDT
AMA
NAME

$SQT

100M

SYMBOL

TOTAL SUPPLY

Private sale

10.000.000 (10%)

Presale

40.000.000 (40%)

Liquidity

22.800.000 (22.8%)

Staking pool

15.000.000 (15%)

Diamond hands airdrop
Initial burn

5.000.000 (5%)
2.200.000 (2.2%)

Team wallet (locked 1 year) 5.000.000(5%)

TAX

BUY/SELL TAXES
Wallet to Wallet Transfer 0% Tax

10%

BUY TAX

15%

SELL TAX

Marketing

4%

Marketing

5%

Auto LP

3%

Auto LP

5%

TamaToken Vault

1%

TamaToken Vault

3%

Dev & Team

2%

Dev & Team

2%

UTILITIES

ON LAUNCH WE WILL PRESENT
AN ALL-IN-ONE DAPP
SOLUTION
1: NFT Marketplace where you can create, trade and stake
your NFT’s on the Binance smartchain.
2: Stake your tokens in different pools, with different rewards
in each pool. Rewards will be paid out in our native token
$SQT.
To support the staking pool:
-

We reserved 15% Staking Pool (15.000.000) tokens of the total

supply to pay out all rewards.
- There will be a 5% tax for staking your tokens, these tokens will

go back to the staking pool.
3: TamaToken Vault where you can find the total balance of
the vault and track your NFT rewards. 4% of the daily volume
will be added to the vault.

NFT

NFT COLLECTION
Our first NFT drop will contain 456 hand drawn 2D
NFT's based on the popular Netflix series Squid
Game X Saitama, and will be deployed on the
Binance Blockchain. Investors can stake their
NFT’s in return for massive rewards.
Rewards NFT Staking: 4% of the daily volume (1%
from all buys, 3% sells) will be reserved in our
token vault (TamaToken Vault) Rewards will be paid
out monthly in BNB.

NFT

01

Ethereum Bridge (Q1 2023)
We want to offer a way for isolated blockchain environments to connect with each other so we can have the best of both worlds. We will launch our second
NFT drop on the Ethereum blockchain and use the funds for setting up the Ethereum token launch.
The second NFT drop will contain 456 hand drawn 3D NFT's based on the popular Netflix series Squid Game X Saitama, and will be deployed on the
Ethereum Blockchain. Investors can stake their NFT’s in return for massive rewards.
Rewards NFT Staking: 10% of the daily volume (4% from all buys, 6% sells) will be reserved in our token vault (TamaToken Vault) Rewards will be paid
out monthly in ETH.

02

TamaDex: (Q2 2023)
TamaDex (webversion) will be a multichain platform where we will list other projects and offer ad spaces and trending services. You can you can track your
portfolio, prices of your favorite projects, and there will be a buy button, where you can buy and sell assets on every chain. In Q3 2023 we have a Tamadex
App version live and ready on (IOS & Android)
From the listing, ad spaces and trending services fees 50% will go to our buyback & burn wallet, 40% will be allocated for development & team, 10% will be
reserved for rewards of our 3rd NFT drop.

P2E Game (Q4 2023)
03

Unlike traditional video games, where developers control all in-game economics, players in P2E games have ownership and control over their digital
assets. You can even contribute to game decisions and help shape the future of the game through the accumulation of tokens.
We plan to launch a series of mini games where gamers can compete with each other for massive rewards in our native token $SQT or BNB.

04

Buyback & Burn (Q4 2023)
We will reserve 50% of the Tamadex fees to buyback and burn and help increase the value of the token by limiting its supply.

Roadmap

ROADMAP
Q3 2023
Q4 2022

TamaDex App (IOS &

Q2 2023

Private Sale
Website (v1)

TamaDex (webversion

Fair Launch

live)

Website (final version)
NFT marketplace
NFT staking
Token staking (3 pools)

Coinmarketcap
Coingecko

Q1 2023
Ethereum Bridge

Android)

TamaDex Marketing push
TamaDex Partnerships

3D NFT PRESALE (eth)

Q4 2023

3D NFT Launch

P2E Game

Token Launch

Massive buyback & burn

Airdrop diamondhands

SQUIDTAMA

THANK YOU
A decentralized Community Token that brings back
the power to the people
END

